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    Welcome to MARTINCOLOR

Your full-service provider for mobile exhibition stands, trade fairs, office branding & large format printing

Since MARTINCOLOR was founded in 1964, our focus has been on creating high-quality presentation solutions for trade fairs, events, large format printing and office design. Our team of experts specializes in implementing all orders with precision and quality. We attach particular importance to realizing individual and unusual customer requests.

Whether you commission us with graphic design, place print orders or order exhibition systems such as exhibition walls, illuminated walls, LED exhibition stands, lightboxes, RollUps, PopUp displays, mobile exhibition stands or assemblies – we offer you tailor-made solutions and implement your ideas and concepts effectively.
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                                Our projects
                            

                            
                            
                                Mobile exhibition stands are one of our favorite things to do. We have already realized countless exhibition projects – and all our customers have been thrilled. Our references represent the diversity of our exhibition system program.
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                                Behind the scenes
                            

                            
                            
                                Get to know us better. Here you will find a wealth of exciting background information about MARTINCOLOR. Whether it's about unusual projects, funny internals or our production processes – there's a lot to discover here.
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                                Our shop
                            

                            
                            
                                One click is enough. In our shop you will find everything you need as a trade fair exhibitor: exhibition walls, illuminated walls, LED exhibition stands, modular exhibition stands, exhibition counters, folding displays, RollUps, beach flags, customer stoppers, brochure stands and digital displays.
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                We will take care of your request
            

        



            
        



            



            



        

    



    

    We always try to do our absolute best for our customers. Let us know if there is anything we can do or improve for you.

At MARTINCOLOR, your wishes as a customer are the key point of our work. We work hand in hand with you to implement your projects precisely and according to your ideas. That's why we always have a personal contact available to you who will take full care of your order. Discover our all-round, carefree service and take the time for a preliminary consultation today by calling +49 (0) 69 756080-0.

Contact     Service
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    More about us

We have been active in the field of visual communication for 60 years and are therefore "old hands" when it comes to first-class products and services for your exhibition stand and large format prints.

Here you can find out more about MARTINCOLOR, discover our company history, download latest PDFs or view our job offers.

Brochure     Learn more



    



    




                        

                    

                

            

        


    



			  
		
	




			

		













        
            
                
                    



                    
                        
                            
    
    



    
    

    
        
    
        
      
            
                  

                  We are experts in the field of mobile exhibition stands and specialize in offering tailor-made trade fair solutions for companies from a wide range of industries. In an often crowded and confusing exhibition hall, it is crucial that your exhibition stand attracts the attention of your target group. For this reason, we have developed innovative concepts that ensure that your company's trade fair appearance is a real EYE-CATCHER. A particularly effective solution to ensure that your mobile exhibition stand immediately attracts attention is the implementation of an LED exhibition stand. By installing multiple illuminated walls that are connected together, a modular exhibition stand can be easily designed. An exhibition stand not only illuminates your product and your company statement, but can also be flexibly adapted to different locations and room sizes. Like a regular mobile exhibition wall, an LED exhibition wall or an LED illuminated wall is also available in many different sizes and designs. These illuminated walls can be seamlessly combined with other exhibition systems from our extensive range. The cheapest illuminated exhibition system in our range is the LED RollUp PIXLIP POP.

Digital displays are particularly popular at the moment. One of our bestsellers are digital customer stoppers. Interactive digital info pillars and monitor stands are also available in various designs and offer a wide range of options for presenting your message in an interactive and effective way. This allows you to continually improve and personalize your visitors’ trade fair experience.

For optimal planning of an exhibition stand, we offer our customers a 3D visualization service. This service gives you the opportunity to plan and design your modular exhibition stand in detail on the computer in advance. The desired advertising statements and key visuals can also be transferred directly to the visualizations. As soon as all components have been planned, you will receive a precise cost calculation for your future exhibition stand. If necessary, individual items can be eliminated to optimize your budget. Thanks to our modular planning, it is easy to expand your mobile exhibition stand at a later point and adapt it to changing requirements. Thanks to the innovative technology and modular design of our exhibition walls, you can be sure that your stand is not only effective and exemplary, but also meets the specific requirements of each event. The sustainable orientation of our exhibition stands helps to conserve resources and assume ecological responsibility without compromising on quality.

In our state-of-the-art in-house print shop, we produce all the graphic prints you need for a successful trade fair appearance. Thanks to our wide range of innovative printing machines, including textile, UV, latex and plate printers, we are able to produce large format prints of outstanding quality. These prints are not only characterized by their brilliance and luminosity, but also make a significant contribution to increasing your trade fair success. By processing the print output internally in our laminating, sewing and carpentry departments, we can also meet extremely tight deadlines and guarantee you fast and reliable delivery. We would be happy to support you in planning the time frame for your trade fair presence. Contact us today on +49 (0) 69 756080-0 so that we can get started on your trade fair preparations together.
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 MARTINCOLOR GmbH & Co. KG
 Gaugrafenstraße 24 d | 60489 Frankfurt am Main | Phone +49 (0) 69 756080-0 | Fax +49 (0) 69 756080-88 | info(at)martincolor.de

OUR OPENING HOURS 
 Monday – Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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